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A new perspective. Ever wondered
how big is the Universe? What it feels
like to be inside a nebula? Now you
can find from your own experience
the answers to all these questions.
Overview uses scientific data from
NASA and other space agencies to
locate the planets, stars and galaxies
that we know. Everything you see in
Overview is real: each star, planet and
asteroid exists; their position and
movements are accurate. Key
Features: – Real positions and
trajectories for all known planets,
stars and galaxies – Free interactive
activity taking you from Earth to the
confines of the Universe Explore the
Solar System in the interactive add-on! 

Explore the Solar System is the first
interactive add-on to Overview’s
original story. Fly freely in the Solar
System to see planets from up close
with all their moons!

More information:
https://culturevr.fr/en/overview/ 

OVERVIEW



In a world in ruins, only fungi and mold
grow in the middle of gigantic dried insects
bodies.

In a world in ruins, only fungi and mold
grow in the middle of gigantic dried insects
bodies. When a weather change occurs,
rain irrigates the arid planet and floods it
gradually. In the water springs an
ecosystem, populated by giant carnivorous
tadpoles.

More information:
https://culturevr.fr/en/planet-%E2%88%9E/

PLANET ∞



Spheres, the series is an immersive and interactive series composed of three parts.

Chapter I: Chorus of The Cosmos, we discover the universe through sound. The
solar system becomes an instrument and we listen to its music.

In Chapter II: Songs of Spacetime, we sit in the heart of a black hole and discover
gravitational waves. 

In Chapter III: Pale Blue Dot, we travel through the cosmos to discover the
strangest of its melodies. 

Space is not silent. It is made of sounds, and for the first time we listen to its
music.   This work, produced by Protozoa Pictures (Darren Aronofsky's production
company) and co-produced by Crimes of Curiosity, Atlas V and Novelab, is directed
by Eliza McNitt.Spheres, the series won the award for Best Virtual Reality Work at
the 2018 edition of the Venice VR Festival - the section of the 75th Venice Mostra
dedicated to Virtual Reality.

More information: https://www.oculus.com/experiences/rift/1859625197439973/?
locale=en_US

SPHÈRES



In 1965, Stanley Kubrick directed 2001, A Space Odyssey. He turned his story into a
mysterious treasure hunt to reveal the full extent and complexity of his subject:
becoming human. In total immersion,  Odyssey 1.4.9  proposes to return to the
heart of the film. A virtual reality experience that goes beyond the invitation to
travel, not only clarifying Kubrick's monumental intentions but also revealing one
of the keys to the work never before evoked.

More information: https://culturevr.fr/en/odyssey-1-4-9/ 

ODYSSEY 1.4.9



Through various forms of expression such as graphic design, photography,
typography, video, art installation and musical creation, the trio Akatre carries out
works for various fields of contemporary art, including press, music, fashion and
luxury, hence the production of X.Y.Z. 

The  X.Y.Z. that they create for cultural and artistic institutions allow them to invent
a code, a personal language, thanks to a particular typography and a strong visual
identity. 

XYZ is an immersive installation made using an occulus rift, which plunges the
visitor into an infinite universe. The time of a day elapses; an artificial sun modifies
its own shadow as well as the colors of this universe. The atmosphere is completed
by a sound creation of the studio Akatre for a total immersion.

More information: https://culturevr.fr/en/xyz/

X.Y.Z



Discover Thomas Pesquet’s adventure in space in two 360° virtual reality 15
minutes films.
Follow the French astronaut and American Peggy Whitson from their training on
Earth all the way to spacewalk thanks to the first virtual reality images ever shot in
space.

Part 1: At the NASA training centre in Houston (USA), experience the tests that
prepare astronauts to travel into space.After the high G-force centrifuge, you will
be plunged into the gigantic pool designed to simulate extravehicular exits.

Part 2: Thomas Pesquet fulfils his childhood dream: he is about to take off for the
International Space Station (ISS). Closely witness the Soyuz spacecraft’s take-off
and arrival at the ISS.

BEING AN ASTRONAUT



Born in Rouen, France, on 27 February
1978, Thomas Pesquet was selected as
an ESA astronaut in May 2009. He
joined ESA in September 2009 and
completed basic training in November
2010.

Thomas was launched to the
International Space Station on 17
November 2016 for his six-month
Proxima mission, as a flight engineer
for Expeditions 50 and 51.Thomas was
the 10th astronaut from France to
head into space after a nine-year gap
since ESA astronaut Léopold Eyharts
during Expedition 16. 

ABOUT THOMAS PESQUET

His busy mission was the first to see all four cargo vehicles in operation at the time
(HTV, Cygnus, Dragon and Progress) travelling to the Space Station. He tracked and
captured two of them using the Station's robotic arm.

For more of his biography:
https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Human_and_Robotic_Exploration/Astrona
uts/Thomas_Pesquet


